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Starck’s
world

The Stairs Villa
front exterior

Starck’s
Stairs
of
Heaven

The world is an intimate and interconnected
playground where prolific creator Philippe Starck
gets involved, writes Celeste Ganderson
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n starck’s world,
creativity is the driving
force, and his work covers
a range from mainstream
to extreme. When
Russian billionaire Andrey
Melnichenko decided
to build one of the world’s most
luxurious mega yachts, he called
on Philippe Stark to create the eyepopping, US$300 million “A”. Starck’s
work on projects like Spain’s Port
Adriano, the fashionable Delano
Hotel in Miami’s South Beach, and
the Felix Restaurant at The
Peninsula Hong Kong—all leave
visitors longing for more. His
imagination conceives spaces where
global citizens love to gather.
indonesia tatler

And very soon, there will be another base where this growing
“cultural tribe” of people come together—this time in Indonesia,
where two iconic brands unite to form a third.
Starck’s new vision metamorphoses in Bali as a first-of-its-kind
villa hotel concept: The Stairs.
The Stairs is the first-ever Philippe Starck-designed villa hotel
in Asia, entirely concepted by Starck from architecture down to
furnishings and every decorations of the villa.
Set in south Bali’s ultra-stylish Petitenget neighbourhood, this
is a significantly different hotel concept. Starck’s vision for The
Stairs reaches far beyond the ordinary, inspired by what he sees
in Bali: an intimate mix of the daily human life of a countryside
village with the richness of human relation and the monumental
scale of the ever present temples. Starck has observed that, in
the west, these two scales are separated: you have the streets
and monuments. “In Bali,” he says, “All is deeply mixed in a very
natural and sophisticated cocktail.”
Within this ethos, The Stairs is a village on a human scale,
“intimate and a little mysterious”. Starck has interpreted the
local architecture as a monolithic cast concrete piece of art that
comprises only 12 limited-collection lofted one-bedroom pool
villas. As framed from the vibrant streets of Petitenget, the life
of the street ascends up the eye-widening staircase to a sheltered
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space for communing and gathering in a cafe, lounge, restaurant,
signature spa, and mezzanine bibliothèque—areas intended by
Starck as a venue for meeting new and old friends, for mingling,
moving, and relaxing.
Starck is collaborating with renowned New York-born graffiti
artist John “JonOne” Perello on the project to create artistic
floor-to-ceiling glass skin façades that are part of the villa
structure itself. JonOne, whose work is described as “an allegory
of the Urban Jungle in which most of us live”, transports the
traditional graffer’s art onto a new, otherworldly realm of glass:
painting, sandblasting, and etching living—breathing designs
into opaque walls.
Like The Stairs itself, these glass walls are teeming with
lively shapes and colours transitioning, sinuously curving, onto
teak wood doors that sirens guests into the conviviality indoor
living space.
Starck says of the dwellings, “If the villas are charming,
comfortable, deeply human, with some nice beautiful surprises,
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the stairs villa hotel

As iconic as anything he has created, the villas, smaller in
scale than the soaring restaurant, bring the life force of a public
meeting place into a self-contained intimate theatre filled with
curiosity; unified functionally and aesthetically, interwoven with
the wonderment of exquisitely playful furnishings that connect
intimate indoors with tropical outdoor living.
Using a mix of materials from soft natural fabrics to industrial
concrete, polished metals, and tropical wood, each villa defies
easy description. Even taking into account Bali’s reputation for
luxurious living, Starck’s soaring vision is present in every detail,
from the perfectly enormous lava stone circular bathtub to
gravity-defying stainless steel cross bars that suspend a canopy
bed in the lofted sleeping suite.
Even the most functional objects are carefully designed to ensure
complete harmony between architecture, decor and modern day
living requirements. The airy interiors—lounge and living space,
office, three dining areas, a master and guest bathrooms—overlook
a private swimming pool. The entire composition perfectly captures
the simple poignance of Bali’s infinite sky in all its incarnations. This
world is a destination unto itself.
Starck himself will admit that he is “not a lover of palm trees,
white sand beaches and exotic destinations”. But he adds that
Bali is so holy for him that he thought, “Perhaps I could bring
a new angle of view, even perhaps a new proposal to avoid all
the traps of easy folklore which transform some countries as
entertainment parks. Bali is a continuum between a respectful
and a modern beginning. It was interesting to try to understand
and interpret this situation.”
Of his new project, Philippe Starck has this to say, “The Stairs has
in the public spaces a monumental ambition which brings people
higher at their best, smarter, more creative, more lively, more in
love. The Stairs are stairs like a theatre stage; everything is magic,
everything is surprising but everything is human. The Stairs without
doubts shall become the boiling bucket of energy, creativity,
intelligence of Bali and perhaps more.” Visit www.thestairsbali.com;
or email indonesia@thestairsbali.com to find out more.
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they are also the cross, the confrontation of
past, present and future, local and international
art. Some people will be surprised to see an
evocation of a typical Balinese house covered by
street graffiti, engraved in stone, in glass, filled
with silver or even gold. To make work together
Balinese traditional artists with the new
generation of Balinese street artists is explosive
and fertile. The Stairs does not follow any type
of trend in decoration and architecture; it’s
self-designed, just following the beauty of the
Balinese soul and the future of the next centres
of the world.”
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